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Abstract: We demonstrate directional light emission in nano-LEDs using inverse design.
Standard light-extraction strategies in LEDs have been limited to surface roughening or suppressing
guided modes via LED structure modifications, which are insufficient for simultaneously achieving
high-light extraction efficiency and directional emission. In this work, we use inverse design to
discover high-efficiency directional emitting nano-LEDs. We first investigate the computational
upper bounds of directional emission using free-form grayscale material, where material
permittivity indicates an intermediate state between air and SiO2. For a narrow emission
angle (<±30°), the optimized grayscale design offers 4.99 times enhancement from the planar
LED surface. Then, we apply fabrication constraints to our inverse design for discovering a
single material (SiO2) based design. The optimized SiO2 surface design shows 4.71 times
light extraction (<±30°) improvement compared with the planar configuration. This is a first
theoretical demonstration of high light-extraction efficiency and directional emitting nano-LED
designs.

© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Modern light-emitting diodes (LEDs) offer nearly 100% internal quantum efficiency (IQE) with
a cost-efficient and reliable manufacturing process [1,2]. However, unlike its IQE, micro/nano-
LED’s external quantum efficiency (EQE) is not close to ideal due to limited light-extraction
efficiency (LEE) [3,4]. A planar surface between the LED-air interface causes total internal
reflection (TIR), which restricts generated light escaping the LED structure [5–8]. Conventional
approaches to address this issue include adding surface texturing [4,9,10] or modifying a
LED structure which can eliminate a strong guided-mode [11–18], also in ultra-violet regime
[19–21]. These approaches are generally successful in improving LEE, however, they often
modify their emission angle close to the Lambertian radiation intensity [22]. This wide angle
emission characteristic excludes applications in emerging sectors such as head-mounted displays,
augmented reality glasses, projectors, and other display systems, which require directional light
emission without sacrificing efficiency.

Alternative studies have suggested directional light emission from LEDs using aspheric lenses
[23,24], external side walls [25], photonic crystals [26–31], Vogel spiral arrays [32], and optimized
isotropic scattering arrays [33]. However, these approaches cannot be directly applicable to
nano-LEDs where the LED size is comparable with the operating wavelength. Specifically,
aspheric lenses are limited to a large LED due to their bulky, convex lens structure. Photonic
crystal approaches also require a large surface area to secure multiple periods of photonic crystals.
Non-periodic approaches such as Vogel spiral arrays and isotropic scattering arrays produce a ring
shape in Fourier space, successfully suppressing higher-angle emissions in real space. However,
these approaches are also unsuitable for nano-scale LEDs because designing such arrays within
one or two λ-size LEDs is unfeasible. On the other hand, the evanescent wave-coupler method,
where the triangular LED cavity is used, successfully achieves directional emission. However,
their measured EQE is only 4% due to strong light confinement in the metallic structure [34].
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As an LED size approaches its operating wavelength, it starts to suffer an additional challenge,
i.e., strong parasitic absorption at the metallic wall [35]. Thus, in nano-LED designs, eliminating a
guide mode that increases parasitic absorption could be essential. In this work, we apply photonic
inverse design to discover novel nano-LED designs that simultaneously achieve high-LEE and
directional emissions while suppressing guided modes in the cubical LED structure. Inverse
design, a large-scale computational optimization technique, has demonstrated revolutionary
outcomes in areas such as metasurface [36–38], beam deflector [39–41], solar cells [42], and
others [43,44]. In only two simulations, inverse design, often called adjoint optimization, can
efficiently calculate the gradient of a figure of merit function for all design parameters.

Our work is organized as follows: numerical modeling of a randomly polarized light emission
process in nano-LEDs is studied in Sec. 2. Then we discuss our inverse design approach for
optimizing nano-LED surface designs in the same section. In Sec. 3., we first investigate a
computational maximum LEE with grayscale material which is a theoretical material that can
have a middle state between two materials. Then, we apply the penalization technique to make
this middle state material binary consisting of SiO2 and air. Finally, in Sec. 4., we summarize
our work and discuss the potential outlook for future nano-LED designs which can have both
high-efficiency and directional emission.

2. Nano-LED inverse design framework

The most straightforward nano-LED structure may consist of Multi-Quantum Well (MQW)
and n, p-type materials (GaN) encapsulated by metallic walls (Al2O3) [3,45]. Doped-GaN
materials have a slight change in their refractive indices depending on their doping concentrations
[46]. We treat p, n, i-type GaN with the same refractive indices in this work since the small
variation of refractive indices (∆n) could be negligible in optical simulations because optical
path length change is less than ∆n × L/λ<0.01. As shown in Fig. 1(a), this type of nano-LEDs
undergoes TIR at the air and the LED interface as well as significant guided modes which create
strong parasitic absorption at the metallic walls, and eventually results in low LEE. A typical
improvement to the planar surface is to roughen the LED surface to couple guided modes to air
[5,22,47]. This approach is generally successful, as shown in Fig. 1(b). However, roughening
LED surface substantially modifies emission angles to Lambertian distribution, where only
50% of the escaping light has a narrow emission angle (<±30°). Thus, in this work, we aim to
discover a surface structure that can simultaneously have narrow emission characteristics and
high-efficiency, as shown in Fig. 1(c).

Modeling random fluctuation of incoherent emitting photons in simulations is challenging due
to a computational burden. One way of modeling incoherent light emission process is to introduce
uncorrelated white-noise sources into the computation of Maxwell’s equation [48,49] or using
trace formulation [50]. In this work, instead of simulating multiple dipoles at a time, which may
create a non-physical interference pattern due to coherent dipole sources [51], we directly simulate
each polarization and each location of dipole excited at the QW one by one and then average
them to obtain the angle-dependent emissivity. This approach is computationally inefficient,
but it is relatively feasible for nano-LEDs where the QW width is less than a few wavelengths.
This work employs the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, which solves Maxwell’s
equations over time and space. To compute the incidence power of the dipoles in FDTD, we
place flux monitors, which surround the dipole source, and then accumulate electromagnetic
fluxes passing through them over simulation time. The escaping angle is approximated at the one
λ atop from the LED surface with planewave mode decomposition [52]. For an electric field at
the planewave monitor (red dashed line in Fig. 2(a)) is given by

E(x) = 1
A

∑︂
i

∑︂
j

ci,jε̂jexp(iki · x), (1)
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of nano-LED designs. (a) Planar surface-based nano-LEDs
have a total internal reflection at the interface between air and nano-LEDs, significantly
reducing light extraction efficiency. The blue dashed curves indicate guided modes. The
red curves in the polar plot show emission intensity. (b) Roughening the nano-LED surface
improves light extraction efficiency, but it modifies emission angle close to Lambertian
distribution. (c) Inverse design can discover a surface design that simultaneously have
narrow emission characteristics and a superior light extraction efficiency. Two-dimensional
GaN-based nano-LED is assumed in this study. The sidewall has a 100-nm-thick aluminum
oxide with 70-nm-thick SiO2 for reducing surface recombination loss.

where A is the area of the planewave monitor, i and j are a discretized order indicating angle and
polarization, ki is the wavevector of each plane wave, ε̂j is the polarization unit-vector, and ci,j is
a coefficient of the planewave mode which has ki and ε̂j. Once the electric field at the planewave
monitor is decomposed, we can approximate the escaping angle of the incidence dipole. The
angle-dependent LEE is then calculated via

η(θi) = Pi/Pin, (2)

where Pin is incident power calculated by the flux monitors surrounding the dipole, and Pi is a
calculated power of the ith planewave mode. The planewave mode decomposition significantly
reduces the computational cost of the simulation; however the accuracy of the mode decomposition
may depend on the number of the mode we define. Therefore, we validate our approach against
far-field field intensity at 20λ above from the LED surface, as shown in Fig. 2. Three dipoles at
an arbitrary location in the QW are excited separately. Then, we compare the far-field angular
intensity distribution against the mode decomposition result, which is performed one λ above
the LED surface. Figure 2(b)-(d) show their validation, which reveals fairly good agreement.
Note that the optimum structures in this work are always validated with the far-field intensity
distribution while the mode decomposition is used for calculating the figure of merits during the
inverse design process.

We define our figure of merit as follows:

F =
1
2

∑︂
i

∑︂
j
|c∗i,jc

tar
i,j |

2, (3)
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the nano-LED simulation. (a) Electric fields are calculated
at 1λ above (planewave monitor) and at 20λ (far-field monitor). Then, the electric fields
calculated in the planewave monitor are converted to a far-field angular field distribution
using planewave mode decomposition [52]. To validate angular distribution calculated by
two monitors, three random dipoles [x1 (b), x2 (c), and x3 (d)] are tested in independent
simulations.

where ctar
i,j is a target coefficient for the planewave mode which has ki and ε̂j, and the asterisk

denotes complex conjugation. ctar
i,j is set to zero for a planewave angle greater than ±30◦, while

the other coefficients are set to ideal.
The efficient computation of the gradient with respect to the possible geometrical degrees

of freedom is a fundamental step in inverse design. Instead of simulating each geometrical
perturbation separately, one can apply a series of single coherent sources with an amplitude
determined by the variation of the figure of merit to calculate “adjoint” field [53] that provides
information about every possible perturbation in a single FDTD simulation [54]. The adjoint
current sources (Jadj) are given by [53]:

Jadj(x) = −iωPadj

= −iω
∂F

∂E

= −iω
∑︂

i

∑︂
j

∂F

∂ci,j

∂ci,j

∂E

=
−iω
A

∑︂
i

∑︂
j

∂F

∂ci,j
ε̂jexp(iki · x).

(4)
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The adjoint sources are time-reversed plane wave modes which have a weighted amplitude and
phase calculated via Eq. (4). This has the same root as “error backpropagation” in deep-learning
neural networks [55,56]. The adjoint optimization procedure is as follows: first, we simulate
an incidence dipole at each polarization and each location of the QW independently. For each
simulation, we compute Jadj at the planewave monitor and then run the adjoint simulation
with the adjoint source. Two simulations (direct and adjoint) now give information regarding
∂F for all geometric Degree of Freedoms (DoF). We then average over the ∂F s obtained by
independent dipole simulations. To update DoF (LED surface in this work), ∂F/∂ε(x), the
gradient of F with respect to dielectric permittivity perturbations, should be computed via
∂F/∂ε(x) = Re

[︁
E(x) · Eadj(x)

]︁
. To discover an ideal design, these derivatives can be employed

in gradient descent [57,58] or other nonlinear optimization methods [59,60], where we apply
gradient descent in this work for simplicity. We simulate nano-LED structures with Meep, an
open-source software package for FDTD simulations [61]. Meep is especially powerful for a
large-scale simulation due to its subpixel smoothing technique [62] and efficient parallelization.
We focus on a 1,000nm-width nano-LED design at 450nm wavelength in this work, but the
proposed method can be directly applicable to other visible wavelengths and other materials. We
validate numerical stability and convergence of our final design with a few different simulation
resolutions. Although simulating an infinite number of independent dipoles over the QW regime
would be ideal, we discretize the QW regime with 20nm pixels to reduce the computational
burden for calculating the light-extraction efficiency of the nano-LED. We validated that any
smaller pixel size than 20nm does not create a significantly accurate approximation. Also, we
validate convergence of simulations with much fine grid spacing for the optimized nano-LEDs.
Each iteration of the adjoint optimization takes 300 FDTD simulations due to averaging over
spatially distributed dipoles’ responses. In our 25-core computational cluster (Intel Xeon E5-2660
v4 3.2 GHz processors), each simulation takes less than 10 seconds.

3. Directional emitting nano-LED design

In this section, we design a nano-LED operating at 450nm wavelength with both high-LEE
and directional emission. We assume two-dimensional LED structures with a QW width of
1,000nm and a 70-nm-passivation layer with SiO2 and 100-nm-thick aluminum oxide at the side,
as shown in Fig. 3(a). We employ commonly used materials in nano, micro-LED designs for
a simple implementation. Material permittivities used in this work are chosen as SiO2 = 2.13
[63], Ag= −7.01 + i0.21 [64], GaN=6.18 [65], and Al2O3 =3.17 [64]. Complex permittivities
of materials are simulated by setting the conductivity σD in MEEP [61]. The back reflector is
silver in this work. Independent simulations with different polarization (x,y,z) and pixel location
(20nm distance) are performed; then, their angle-dependent LEEs are calculated at the planewave
monitor which is indicated in Fig. 3(a) as a red dashed line. The perfectly matched layer boundary
condition is used on all boundary conditions.

3.1. High-efficiency directional nano-LED via grayscale freeform design

This subsection demonstrates a high-efficiency directional emitting nano-LED design using
grayscale material where material permittivity indicates intermediate state between air and
high-permittivity material. In this method, we can thoroughly investigate the physical bound
of this design problem due to greater DoFs combined with multiple materials and free-form
structures. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the initial nano-LED design (planar surface) achieves an
average LEE of 29.69% for entire escaping angles, while LEE within ±30◦ is only 8.35%. This
LEE (±30◦) is surprisingly low compared to a typical Lambertian emission where 50% of
light extraction falls into the ±30◦ escape cone. We presume that intense guided modes in the
nano-LED structure cause this wide emission characteristic in the initial structure. Any surface
roughening or eliminating guided modes via LED structure modification may improve this initial
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Fig. 3. (a) Cross-section schematic of the inverse-designed nano-LED. The side wall has a
100-nm-thick aluminum oxide with 70-nm-thick SiO2 for reducing surface recombination
loss. InGaN/GaN QW is assumed as an active region where the injected electricity is
converted to photon emission. The back reflector is Ag while the nano-LED cavity is
composed of GaN. SiO2 is used for design space where the inverse design discovers the
optimal design. (b) Light Extraction Efficiency (LEE) calculated for different polarization
(x,y,z) and emission locations with the initial planar surface. The red curve indicates LEE
within an escape angle of ±30◦; the blue curve indicates LEE over whole angles. The
average LEE within ±30◦ escape angles is 8.35% in the initial geometry. (c) LEE calculated
with optimized grayscale geometry. The optimized structure shows average LEE of 41.67%
within ±30◦ escape angles, which corresponds to 4.99 times improvement.

result close to Lambertian emission. Here, we apply the inverse design technique to improve
its emission angle and LEE. Figure 3(c) shows an optimized nano-LED surface design with
a grayscale material. The averaged LEE (averaging over spatial dipoles at the QW regime) is
58.90% for a ±90◦ escape cone, while directional emission (±30◦ escape cone) is 41.67% which
demonstrates roughly 4.99 times improvement compared with the initial structure. This result
potentially indicates a computational maximum LEE, which may also be close to the physical
limit of directional emission in the given device dimension as we previously demonstrated in
existing inverse design works [52,66], where their inverse designed metasurfaces show efficiencies
close to their physical bounds. However, the optimized structure shown in the inset of Fig. 3(c)
does not look feasible for realization due to free-standing objects and variation of permittivity
over space. Therefore, in the following subsection, we employ a penalization method in the
inverse design steps so that the final structure only includes two materials (air, SiO2).

3.2. High-efficiency directional nano-LED via a binary design

In this subsection, we allow the density of SiO2 in the design space to vary between zero
and one at every point in it, which is often called “topology optimization” [68–70]. Thus,
a position-dependent permittivity function can be given by εr = εair + ζ(εSiO2 − εair), where
ζ ∈ [0,1] is a relaxation parameter. Once our adjoint optimization finds the highest figure of
merit during its iterations, as shown in Fig. 4(a), the penalization function, which gradually
increases over the iterations, enforces a binary-material constraint by adding a penalization factor
to the gradient of the figure of merit (∂F ) [53]. Figure 4(a) shows rapid increase of the ±30◦
LEE until 37th iteration with grayscale permittivities. After the penalization factor kicks in,
the ±30◦ LEE slightly decreases while the combination ∂F and penalization factor discovers
a relatively high-performance design only consisting of SiO2 as indicated in the inset figure
in the blue dashed area in Fig. 4(a). The LEE decrement due to the binary conversion is only
1.76%, which can be marginal compared with the improvement of our optimum design. As
shown in Fig. 4(b), our optimized SiO2 based surface design demonstrates 56.80% LEE for entire
escaping angles with 39.31% LEE for the directional emission (±30◦). This result corresponds
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4.71 times improvement compared with the initial structure shown in Fig. 3(b); it also reaches
94.34% relative performance to the optimum grayscale design shown in Fig. 3(c). This is a first
demonstration of the inverse design method in directional nano-LED designs where it can be
extended to different wavelengths via a scale-invariant characteristic of Maxwell’s equations.
Table 1 shows a comparison among the existing directional emission studies [3,13,67] and this
work. Our optimized nano-LEDs shows superior directional emission as well as high-LEEs.
Although we optimize two-dimensional nano-LEDs in a single node computer, our approach is
directly applicable to three-dimensional nano-LEDs with a multi-node computational cluster. We
can further simplify the final design shown in Fig. 4 by imposing fabrication constraints such as a
translational symmetry over the z-direction [52,71]. We expect substantial efforts for minimizing

Table 1. Comparison among the existing directional emission
studies [3,13,67] and this work. Active layers are InGaN/GaN for all
references. I30°/I90° indicates the intensity ratio between narrow

emission (±30◦) and all angle emission (±90◦). Note that some
references reporting high-directional emission but very low light

extraction efficiency are not included here.

Wavelength Device Design I30° Ref.

(nm) width (µm) (material) / I90°

500 NA Planar (SiO2) 0.38 [67]

500 0.5 Sphere (SiO2) 0.53 [67]

500 0.5 Sphere (Antase TiO2) 0.42 [67]

500 0.5 Sphere (a-TiO2) 0.54 [67]

455 2.0 Rough (Sapphire sub.) 0.49 [3]

455 2.0 Smooth (Sapphire sub.) 0.58 [3]

460 NA Planar (GaN) 0.42 [13]

460 0.1–0.25 Nano-rod (GaN) 0.53 [13]

450 1.0 Free-form (Grayscale) 0.72 This work

450 1.0 Free-form (SiO2) 0.69 This work

Fig. 4. SiO2 based nano-LED surface design. (a) Averaged Light Extraction Efficiency
(LEE) within ±30◦ escape angles over the inverse design iterations. Until the average LEE
saturates, the design space evolves with grayscale, which can have a dielectric constant
between SiO2 and air. Then, the penalization kicks in to binarize grayscale geometry to
SiO2. (b) LEE for all angle emissions (blue curve) is 56.80% (1.91 times improvement from
the planar geometry), while LEE for directional emission (±30◦) is 39.31% (4.71 times
improvement from the planar geometry).
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device performance degradation due to fabrication imperfection. Toward this purpose, one can
apply a robustness-control algorithm [72,73] during the inverse design process to decouple a
fabrication error and the device performance. Then, one may apply a fabrication constraint
specific to the manufacturer’s requirements, which closes the gap between a computational design
and a fabrication.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we have demonstrated a nano-LED design framework for achieving high-efficiency
directional emitting nano-LEDs. We focused on a two-dimensional structure to allow rapid
systematic design of nano-LED systems, covering variation of light-extraction efficiencies
over spatial dipole emissions. We have validated our planewave mode decomposition method,
which significantly reduces computational costs by approximating emission angles at the near
field. We also discovered high-efficiency directional emitting nano-LEDs with grayscale and
binary material at the 450 nm wavelength through inverse design. This is a first theoretical
demonstration of high light extraction efficiency and directional emitting nano-LED designs.
Unlike conventional approaches, where random texturing or human-intuition-based physical
designs have been applied, we apply an inverse design to discover high-performance designs.
The inverse design calculates derivatives of a figure of merit with only two simulations. Thus, it
enables us to discover optimum designs in a few tens of iterations. This framework may pave the
way for realizing future nano-LED, which can significantly contribute to the commercialization
of augmented reality applications and optical communications.

5. Appendix:Geometry parameters

Raw permittivity data of the finalized nano-LED surface design is shown in Table 2. The
permittivity of 2.13 indicates SiO2 while 1.00 indicates air in Table 2. The column indices
indicate the x-axis and the row indices indicate the z-axis.

Table 2. Design parameters for Fig. 4.

index z=1 2 3 4 5

x=1 1.00 1.00 2.13 1.00 1.00

2 1.00 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

3 1.00 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

4 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

5 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

6 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

7 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

8 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

9 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13

10 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13

11 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13

12 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13

13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13

14 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

15 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

16 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

17 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00
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index z=1 2 3 4 5

18 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

19 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

20 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

21 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

22 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

23 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

24 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

25 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

26 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

27 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

28 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

29 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

30 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

31 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

32 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

33 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

34 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

35 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

36 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

37 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

38 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

39 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

40 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

41 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

42 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

43 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

44 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

45 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

46 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

47 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

48 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

49 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

50 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

51 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

52 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

53 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

54 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

55 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

56 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

57 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

58 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

59 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00
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index z=1 2 3 4 5

60 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

61 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13

62 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13

63 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13

64 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13

65 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13

66 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

67 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

68 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

69 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

70 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 1.00

71 1.00 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

72 1.00 2.13 2.13 1.00 1.00

73 1.00 1.00 2.13 1.00 1.00

6. Appendix:Material parameters

Complex permittivity data of the nano-LED materials used in this work at 450 nm wavelength is
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Complex permittivity of the
nano-LED materials used in this work

at 450 nm wavelength.

Material Complex permittivity Ref.

SiO2 2.13 [63]

Ag −7.01 + i0.21 [64]

GaN 6.18 [65]

Al2O3 3.17 [64]
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